ABSTRACT Motivation: When studying multiple alignments of genomic sequences one frequently aims to locate and count regions which satisfy a set of constraints. These regions may be putatively functional, but researchers may also be interested in quantifying the frequency of occurrences of certain patterns. Results: We have developed a program that applies simple formulas and pattern specifications to multiple alignments, reporting the positions and counts of conforming regions. As an example, we have navigated a 15-species alignment of the CAV2-CAV1 region and outlined some findings regarding PPARγ binding sites. Availability: Our software and the accompanying documentation can be obtained at no charge by contacting the authors. It can also be accessed at
INTRODUCTION
With the generation of near complete genome sequences for the human (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium (2001) ) and mouse (Mouse Genome Sequencing Consortium (2002) ) and sequencing projects underway for rat, chimpanzee and dog (National Human Genome Research Institute (2003) ), there is a growing anticipation that complete mammalian genome multiple DNA alignments of increasing numbers of species will become available. Regional alignments of several hundreds of thousands of nucleotides in length, incorporating sequences from a dozen or more mammalian species are already being developed (Thomas et al. (2003) ). We have formulated a flexible methodology to query large multiple alignments for DNA motifs (specific sequences) or signatures (specific patterns). This approach can be used to determine the locations and frequencies of particular features under variable conditions of conservation. Our software can also be used to discover new motifs without any a priori belief in their actual sequence content, or help in estimating the local divergence rates of genomic segments.
Various schemes for locating "interesting" regions in multiple alignments have been studied in the past (Lawrence et al. (1993) , Stojanovic et al. (1999) ), but they were primarily motivated by the desire to discover transcription factor or otherwise functional sites, or to detect weak sequence similarities. Our approach is more general and flexible, aimed to aid in the identification and localization of any features of potential interest.
FUNCTIONALITY
We use expressions of the form a b, or a σ, where a and b represent rows, columns or letter positions, can be equality ('='), inequality ('!') or similarity ('∼' -the maximal number of mismatches is indicated by the number of '∼' symbols, e.g. "∼∼∼"). σ stands for a string of either 'A', 'C', 'G', 'T', 'N' † , plus the ambiguity characters from the (extended) IUPAC-IUB set (http://www.chem.qmw.ac.uk/iupac). A gap ('-') can also be specified, and '*' symbol has been added to indicate any character whatsoever.
Any position within the area of interest can be addressed as"↑ row > column" (for example, the third character of the second row would be "↑ 2 > 3"), a row is specified as "↑ number" (e.g. "↑ 2"), and a column as "> number" (e.g. "> 3"). In addition, symbol "↑*" is used to refer to all rows ('' >*" can also be provided in a special context, as described below). The legal formulas are summarized in Table 1 .
A few examples of the use of these formulas follow.
To search for the instances of a fully conserved 'A' or 'T' residue, one would use: 1 = W;^* =^1
To search for regions where the first and the second sequence have an insertion of a CpG dinucleotide (other sequences having a gap), one would use: † We treat 'N' as a separate character because it is used to denote an unresolved base in sequencing, and we use 'X' to refer to "any non-gap character". 
Position equal (not equal) to other position or a character ↑ row =, !, ∼ ↑ row, σ Row equal (not equal, similar) to other row or a pattern ↑ * =, !, ∼ ↑ row, σ All rows equal (not equal, similar) to a row or a pattern ↑ * =, ∼ ↑ * All rows must be equal (similar) > column =, !, ∼ > column, σ Column equal (not equal, similar) to a column or a pattern > * ∼ ↑ row, σ, > * All rows (except at most "∼ ... ∼") must be identical to a row (pattern, unknown consensus)
>1 = CC; >2 = GG
To search for alignment regions where all sequences contain the motif "WGATAR", but the third and fourth are exactly "AGATAG", one would use: * = WGATAR;^3 = AGATAG;^4 =^3
To search for regions where all rows, except at most one, agree on any pattern of length 6, one would use: 1 = ******; >*~>*
The syntax for the formulas, and a more comprehensive set of examples are provided along with the software. In addition, the results of this pattern finding can be readily integrated with our tool for display and annotation of multiple alignments. Our web site provides such integration capabilities.
RESULTS
To further illustrate the use of our program, we collected DNA sequences for CAV2-CAV1 gene region (a subregion of NISC target 1 on human chromosome 7: http://www.nisc.nih.gov) and constructed a multiple alignment using the program MLAGAN (Brudno et al. (2003) ). Viewed as a matrix, our alignment was 1,446,651 columns long and 15 rows deep, with all sequences aligned over 173.4 Kb in the human sequence, from about 81 Kb 5' to the CAV2 gene to about 30 Kb 3' to the CAV1 gene. The rows consisted of the aligned sequences for 5 primates (human, chimpanzee, baboon, macaque and lemur), 2 rodents (mouse and rat), 1 lagomorph (rabbit), 2 carnivores (cat and dog), 1 perissodactyl (horse), 2 cetartiodactyls (cow and pig) and 1 insectivore (hedgehog). The 15th sequence included in the alignment was from chicken.
Caveolin genes encode integral membrane proteins that act as scaffolds to sequester and organize lipids and proteins in signaling complexes (Burgermeister et al. (2003) ). Caveolin gene expression is highly regulated, and CAV1 and CAV2 are target genes for PPARγ, yet Burgermeister and colleagues were unable to identify sequences matching the DR-1 consensus binding element (AGGTCAnnnAGGTCA) of the PPARγ/RXR heterodimer. 
Sequence(s)
Query Sites
We have scanned our aligned sequences for occurrences of the PPARγ/RXR half-site. The numbers of conserved sites, under various criteria, are listed in Table 2 , along with formula sets used to specify the criteria. Of the 123 occurrences of perfect consensus half-sites in human, no pair was observed separated by 3 base pairs (the shortest interval was 39 bp). However, a search for a near match to the consensus revealed a site approximatelly 13 Kb 5' to the CAV1 gene (human accession NM 001753, Figure 1 ), different from the full consensus in just one letter, and conserved within Catarrhines (i.e. in all primates except lemur). It is difficult to estimate the statistical significance of this finding, having in mind that conservation is only partial and lying within an exceptionally well conserved environment in four critical species, yet this putative element is suspiciously close to the pattern which was expected to occur somewhere in this genomic segment. T------G...G...T..T.CC....GTG....CAC.G........G..-........A....G....G...----------------.. rat  276866: .TC.CAGC..G------..A.G.G......C.....CTG....CCC.G....TC..G.G-........A.G...........--------------- ------.....G........C......TG....CAC.TT.......G.GGT.......A.............----------------.. dog  136630: ....CA....------.....G..-T......TG...TG....CACAG........G..G-.......A.............----------------.. cow  132485: ....CA. GCA------..A..G...............TG....AACAG........G..G-.....T.A.............----------------.. pig  174190: ....CA...A------.....G........C......TG....CAC.G........G..A-.......A.............--------------- Overall, by combining increased degeneracy in the human reference sequence with increased conservation across the species, we have identified a set of 16 putative sites. These and further findings will be the subject of a future report.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE EXTENSIONS
We believe that the power of our approach lies in its flexibility in querying for the occurrences of patterns in an alignment, rather than in locating specific regions. As demonstrated by the results above, comparing the numbers for different layouts can provide valuable information about the relationship of the species whose sequences are compared, and also about the nature of the particular genomic region. So far, we have worked with alignments of DNA sequences, but it would be possible to extend the software to also handle protein sequence alignments.
However, the current implementation of the formulas is rather limited. Ideally, one would want to have the power to express relationships which go beyond simple relations between positions, letters, rows or columns (for example, looking for specific base content, ignoring gaps in estimating similarities, or finding complex regional layouts and other features that cannot be easily expressed by simple positional relationships -all with statistical significance). We are currently working on such extensions.
